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RECENT DECISIONS

In the manner herein discussed has been recognized as a device whereby a spouse may effect what amounts to a testamentary disposition.²⁴

In view of the basis upon which the presumption rests, it is submitted that the Court should have applied it if there was no evidence of an intent to create a present one-half interest in the husband. If the transferees were strangers to each other, there would be no reason to suppose that the intent was to create such right of survivorship. But where they are husband and wife, it is submitted that such an intent has been justifiably presumed. During their joint lives, spouses may, and usually do, enjoy mutually the benefits of property owned by one or the other. For all practical purposes, the funds realized upon a chose in action owned by one of the spouses would find their way to the family purse. It seems reasonable, therefore, to presume that the transfers herein discussed are motivated by concern for the future welfare and security of the surviving spouse. If, in a given case, it is claimed that a gift of a present interest was intended, it is not unreasonable to require evidence of such an intent in order to rebut the presumption.

TORTS—BATTERY ACTION AGAINST FIVE YEAR OLD CHILD UPHeld.—The plaintiff brought an action against a five year old for battery. The defendant moved a chair and seated himself therein. As the plaintiff was about to sit where the chair had been, defendant attempted to place the chair under her. He was unable to do so and the plaintiff sustained injury. On appeal from a judgment for the defendant, the Supreme Court of Washington remanded, holding that, if the defendant had knowledge to a substantial certainty that the plaintiff would attempt to sit down, he would be liable for battery. *Garratt v. Dailey*, 146 Wash. Dec. 186, 279 P.2d 1091 (1955).

Generally, infants are liable for their torts.¹ However, if the tort contains some element which is necessarily wanting in an infant, he will not be liable.² Because liability is ordinarily imposed without regard to the moral quality of the act,³ tender years, of itself, is no


¹ See, e.g., *Bullock v. Babcock*, 3 Wend. 391 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1829); *Huchting v. Engel*, 17 Wis. 237 (1863); see *Cooley, Torts* 120 (3d ed. 1906).


Consequently, infants have been held liable for battery, trespass, and conversion. The reason advanced for imposing liability without knowledge of wrongfulness is that the law of torts is primarily interested in compensating the injured party.

This rule governing the tort liability of infants has sometimes been reached through legislation, but more generally has evolved through judicial decision and has been adopted by the Restatement. Georgia, however, limits liability by statute to infants over ten years. Although the New York decisions have asserted the general rule, it is noteworthy that in these cases the infant was of such an age as to have the capacity to know the wrongfulness of the act. This factual limitation appears also in the cases decided in other jurisdictions. There seem to be only three cases holding an infant under seven liable for battery—one an English case decided in 1457. It is the view of English textwriters, however, that today an infant of tender years is not liable for acts of aggression unless he has the capacity to know the wrongfulness of the act.

The imposition of liability without regard to wrongfulness seems to be a vestige of the absolute liability had at early common law.
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when the courts looked merely to cause and effect. Consequently, the early law was formal and "unmoral." The justification for absolute liability was that if a loss must be borne by one of two innocent persons, it should be borne by the actor. The rule imposing liability upon infants seems to be nothing more than a sophisticated refinement of that ancient doctrine. The law concerning adults, however, has radically changed, and the "unmoral" standard has been replaced by the imposition of liability based on wrongfulness. This standard, to be an effective test of liability, must be objective, i.e., would an average man know the act was wrongful.

The effect of the incapacity of infants for wrongfulness has been recognized where they have assumed the role of plaintiff. Thus, for example, where an infant was injured through the negligence of a railroad, he was not barred from recovery because of his trespass. The court there remarked, "... they [infants] are not willful trespassers, knowingly doing a wrong ... which could legally charge them ... [with] personal responsibility, as in the case of older persons not under such disability."

In the area of negligence it has been held that an infant is not subject to the same standard of care as an adult, because of the infant's limited capacity to foresee the consequences of his acts. It is submitted that this limited capacity makes it equally impossible for an infant of tender years to realize the necessity of refraining from acts of aggression. Accordingly, capacity for wrongfulness should be a factor in determining the liability of infants for intentional torts.
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in the same manner that mental capacity determines responsibility in the area of negligence.

The Court in the instant case did not consider the defendant's capacity to know wrongfulness, and merely stated that liability for battery was predicated on intent to establish the contact. It was asserted that the defendant's age was relevant only to determine what he was capable of knowing in reference to the certainty of the contact, and from that knowledge the necessary intent could be inferred.

It is submitted that the ultimate basis of tort liability is wrongfulness. However, since the law must operate with externals as its guide, knowledge of wrongfulness has been translated into the objective, average man concept. Consequently, where the act is found to have been done intentionally, the law presumes the moral factor and imposes liability. It is indisputable that this judicial technique is just, where the defendant has capacity for wrongfulness. But where the defendant is incapable of knowing wrong, moral responsibility is no longer a possibility; it therefore cannot be presumed. Only a fiction can attribute moral significance to the physical act. The Court in the instant case should have required a finding as to whether or not infants of the defendant's age would have known the act was wrongful. The effect of failing to make such a finding is to impose absolute liability on infants in an area of the law where such should not be the rule.

TORTS — DISPARAGEMENT OF PROPERTY — MISSTATEMENT OF PRICE NOT ACTIONABLE.—Plaintiff marketed a toy airplane which sold for $3.00. The defendant, in a fictional motion picture, depicted the toy as selling for $.65. Plaintiff brought suit, alleging that such representation constituted disparagement of property. The Appellate Division held, per curiam, that a cause of action was not stated in the absence of allegations showing how the misstatement of price accomplished disparagement of quality. Marxman Pipes, Inc. v. Columbia Pictures Corp., 285 App. Div. 135, 135 N.Y.S.2d 816 (1st Dep't 1954).

Disparagement of property is a form of interference with economic relations. The earliest cases, arising shortly before 1600, involved oral aspersions cast upon the ownership of realty, thereby
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